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Stop political prosecution against Asian conservatives
under the cover of journalism
Palm Beach, Florida – Palm Beach Post published an article on March 22, 2019 “From Jeb
Bush to Trump: How Cindy Yang’s China-linked circle gained access”, demonizing Asian
American conservatives in its desperate attempt of political witch hunt against President
Trump.
The article is full of factual errors and rumors, with little understanding on reasons why new
Asian communities have been engaging in US political processes more actively in last five
years supporting conservative candidates. It smears the political participation of Chinese
Americans, citizens of this great country, as “gain access”, and wrongfully accuses or
implies those named individuals collecting information for Chinese Communist Party with
absolutely no evidence. This kind of political prosecution is causing a major upset in the
Chinese American community, reminding them the political oppression many of them
experienced where they came from. Private citizens named in the article are harassed, and
their families are deeply disturbed with the accusation in this level. This is fake journalism
in its worst format, executing their own political agenda disguised under the cover of
journalism disregarding those innocent citizens as collateral damage. We demand an open
apology from Palm Beach Post, and call for mainstream media to observe the standard of
fairness and neutrality instead of acting as political operatives. We need to focus on REAL
threats this nation is facing internationally, and important issues Americans outside DC
Beltway truly care about.
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For further information, please contact Mr. Cliff Zhonggang Li, Executive Director of the
National Committee of Asian American Republicans (“Asian.GOP”). Call Asian.GOP direct at
954-233-0672 x 527 or email us at service@asian.gop. The primary mission of Asian.GOP is to
raise the awareness in Asian American communities about the importance of participating in the
political process, which has a great impact on everyone's life, for future generations, and for the
fate of this great nation.

